
ABOUT THE PRESENTER 

Madhavi Nawana Parker is a globally published author of social emotional literacy & resilience 
books, public speaker & behaviour consultant. Her books include ‘The Resilience and Wellbeing 

Toolbox’ ‘What's The Buzz? for Early Learners: A complete social skills foundation course’ ‘What's 

The Buzz? A social skills enrichment programme for primary students’ and ‘Archie's BIG BOOK of 
Friendship Adventurers’.  
Madhavi works creatively with students, their families & schools to resolve behavioural 
challenges. She can be found at Solutions for Kids on Instagram and Facebook where Madhavi 
offers inspiration for parents and educators. 

TIME: 9.00AM - 3.30PM 
COST: $145 
VENUE: THE HIGHWAY 

REGISTER:  learning4all.com.au  

       Registrations close 22/08/2018 

Tea and coffee on arrival, morning tea and lunch provided. 
Free onsite parking available. 

 

 

A WHOLE SCHOOL APPROACH TO A HAPPY, RESILIENT AND CONNECTED LEARNING 
ENVIRONMENT 

ALL STAFF FROM KINDERGARTEN TO YEAR 7 

This workshop is suitable for all staff working in kindergartens and primary schools across the three education sectors in South 
Australia, including teachers, school assistants, counsellors, pastoral care workers, and educators in leadership positions. It 
offers a whole school approach to resilience and wellbeing, and is well suited for a team to attend in order to enhance the 
transfer of knowledge and implementation of strategies within your site. This workshop will offer participants the opportunity 
to receive guidance from one of South Australia’s most experienced and passionate experts in student behaviour. 

 

This workshop is interactive with a practical focus. Learning outcomes include: 
o Understand what happiness, resilience and wellbeing are and how to build them in staff and students 
o Tools for encouraging social emotional literacy with all students, regardless of current capabilities 
o How to guide students to be the best version of themselves without praise or rewards 
o How to teach emotional regulation skills so your students will be calmer and happier 
o Skills to promote healthy relationships within the peer group as well as between adults and students, at every level of 

the site 
o Confidence to create a warm and welcoming environment where all students thrive 
 

Certificates will be provided that include reference to the Teacher Standards that apply to this workshop: 
 4.3 Manage challenging behaviour: Lead and implement behaviour management initiatives to assist colleagues to broaden their 

range of strategies 

 4.1 Support student participation: Demonstrate and lead by example the development of productive and inclusive learning 
environments across the school by reviewing inclusive strategies and exploring new approaches to engage and support all students 
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